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her ground floor window. 
"I absolutely love it,” she said with the enthusiasm of a
child who had just been handed a new toy.
"You haven’t even seen your room yet, Mrs Smith. Just
wait and see it first," responded the nurse with a laugh.
"That doesn't matter," she replied. "Happiness is a
decision. Whether or not I like my room is not
dependent on how the furniture is arranged; it depends
on how I arrange my mind. I’ve already decided that I
like it."
Mrs Smith continued, "Every morning when I open my
eyes, I make a conscious decision. I can either choose
to spend the day in bed, fretting about my ailments and
pains and focusing on the negative, or I can get out of
bed and be thankful for the good in my life and for the
parts of me that do work."
The nurse stared at her in awe as Mrs Smith
concluded, "Every day is a gift, and as long as my eyes
open, I will focus on the new day and the happy
memories I've stored just for this time in my life.
Happiness is like a bank account: you withdraw from it,
what you deposit." 

never did justify the means. Personally, I choose not to
be part of organisations or groups or in any relationship
that’s hypocritical - one cannot call for transparency
and not provide it; one cannot call for change and hold
on to only his or her own beliefs; one cannot advocate
for a voice for the voiceless while silencing one's own,
one cannot be fighting for freedom of choice and
fighting undemocratic laws while twisting the same
laws to your own benefit.
From corrupt governments to power-hungry Big
Pharma, from autocratic corporates to entitled
employees, we have lost our values.
There’s no accountability, transparency, honesty, or
kindness.
Worse, for me, are those that portray themselves as
fighting the good fight - ‘for the greater good’, whilst
holding different values in their personal relationships.
Choosing the right "side" does not give you the moral
high ground to lose basic human values.
Elvis Presley said it best...

Values are like fingerprints.
Nobody's are the same, but
you leave 'em all over
everthing you do
ELVIS PRESLEY

Principles are quite different.
Principles are fundamental truths that are permanent,
unchanging, and universal in nature. Britannica defines
principles as "a moral rule or belief that helps you know
what is right and wrong and that influences your
actions."
I’m a very giving person. I have high expectations. I put
my heart and soul into everything that I do. I used to
expect the same from those around me, on principle.
Now, I expect less - but I will never compromise my
values.
We live in a society where unemployment is at its
highest. The current generation has adopted an
attitude of entitlement. Put these together, and we have
a corrupt, manipulative government that changes laws
to ultimately suit their own agenda. Keep the people
happy by making it easier to get into university to feign
qualifications that make a person more "employable". I
remember how disgusted my dad was when he learnt
that a pass mark at school was reduced from 50% to
40%. You don’t have to drop your standards to get
better results - you have to work harder.
Nowadays, not only are the entry requirements to
university at the lowest standards they’ve ever been -
students now expect free tertiary education. Then,
move on into the working world only to have the labour
laws slanted in favour of employees—especially those
who know how to manipulate the law.
Manipulation is not a talent—the end does not and 

True happiness is a feeling and a mindset. It comes
from within, not from outside circumstances, and you
certainly do not have to have a "perfect life" in order to
experience it. Happiness is not something to be
achieved, but something to be experienced.
Besides feeling good, positive emotions have a
beneficial effect on our brains and bodies. They lower
stress hormones, help ease anxiety and depression,
and improve our immune system.
To illustrate the above, our story reminds me of a
charming, 85-year-old lady who, every morning,
ensured that she was up by 7 am, beautifully dressed,
with her hair styled and her make-up carefully applied.
Her husband had recently passed away, and she was
moving to a retirement village.
On the day of her move, she arrived at the village and
waited patiently in the reception area for her room to be
ready. When the nurse finally came to call her, she
beamed up at her as she moved her walker slowly
down the corridor, listening intently to the nurse giving
her a detailed description of her small room, including a
description of the floral print curtains and the view from
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HAPPINESS IS A STATE OF MINDHAPPINESS IS A STATE OF MIND

The events of the last few weeks have left me feeling
disappointed and shattered by the human race. We
seem to have lost the value of basic values. From the
time of Adam and Eve, man’s inherent vices have been
exposed. Adam breached his contract with God, in part
due to coercion by Eve. Jealousy drove Cane to
murder his twin brother - and so began the lessons we
were meant to learn. It seems we all need some
reminding.
Firstly, let’s define values and principles.
Values are beliefs, attitudes and opinions that people
hold regarding specific issues. They are standards of
behaviour about what is important in life. Integrity,
kindness, compassion and honesty are examples of
commonly held values.
Values are also internal and subjective, and may
change over time. For example, one of my own core
values is kindness. I would rather employ someone
who does not have a job over someone who did - with
the assumption that an unemployed person is more
needy and will value the job more.
I also value patience. Patience truly is a virtue. This is
especially so when waiting to see joy on guests' faces
after months of planning an event (I love hosting
events). But if I’m waiting for a patient to arrive for a
consultation and they arrive 45 minutes late, especially
with no notice, I certainly wouldn’t value patience…
Thus, values are situation dependent, and may change
over time.

Values are like fingerprints

Forgive others for their wrongdoings, and choose
kindness and understanding in relation to others.
Free your mind from worries
Live Simply
Give more
Take less

Let us all take a page out of Mrs Smith’s book and start
depositing "happiness" into our own memory accounts
by becoming mindful of the following:
Do small acts of kindness every day without expecting
anything in return, and watch how your life transforms
into a safe, positive and loving space.

Happiness is a mental habit, a mental attitude, and if it
is not learned and practiced in the present, it will not be
experienced. It cannot be made contingent upon
solving some external problem. When your problem is
solved, another appears to take its place. Life is a
series of problems. If you are to be happy, you must be
happy – period! Not happy "because of".
Happiness is in everything; I dare you to invite it in. 
Happiness is enjoying the moment, being present for
that gift that is living, and allowing it to become intense. 
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COVID-19 was the test of social responsibility– A
huge number of unimaginable restrictions for public
health were adopted by billions of citizens across
the world. There were numerous examples globally
of maintaining social distancing, wearing masks,
mass vaccinations and acceptance of contact-
tracing applications for public health, which
demonstrated the core of individual social
responsibility.

but they’re mutating faster than the virus they say
doesn’t exist." It is this kind of unapologetic rhetoric
that makes a person more inclined to tell him to "Go
get boosted" rather than forgive.
British cardiologist, double-jabbed Dr Aseem Malhotra
pushed for vaccination on the BBC. Tragically, his
father (also an esteemed doctor) died. Aseem then did
what he should have done initially; looking critically at
the data, he concluded that his father’s heart attack
was a result of the jab. Doctors who always suspected
and are now seeing the harm are divided. Some
celebrate his change of views, embracing him as a
prodigal son, as each legitimate voice strengthens their
credibility. Others are, however, angry. Those who
spoke out early have borne the brunt of ridicule. They
have risked their medical licences and careers; some
have even been threatened with mental
institutionalization. After suffering character
assassination and threats, they feel betrayed. They are
entitled to ask where their peers were while they stood
bloodied on the battlefield.
Relationships between the jabbed and unjabbed have
been decimated; families have been fractured. Jobs
and livelihoods have been lost. Pain and suffering
have etched deep into our collective spirit. Divided we
have fallen. By now, we must all know people who
have suffered physical harm after being jabbed -
cardiac issues, clots, strokes, "turbo" cancer, and
shingles, to name just a few that doctors are seeing.
Long-term side effects remain relatively unknown.
Where do we go from here? The survival of both sides
may depend on our ability to listen to our inner voices
and not be manipulated again. When we are told that
communism is the solution to the weather, will more
people say, "Fool me once, shame on you, fool me
twice, shame on me"? When efforts are made to
enforce a digital ID, will more stand against being
reduced to a number? When the "elite" try to replace
cash with a social credit system, will more simply say
no? This was never just about a virus, but about a
much larger plan. To quote from the WEF website
(https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/09/my-carbon-
an-approach-for-inclusive-and-sustainable-cities/):

1.

There was always going to be a time when the wheel
would turn. How do those who have borne the brunt of
nuclear-scale psychological abuse now not become
abusers themselves? The response to Covid-19 has
been a global low for humanity. How do we step back
and rebuild society with goodness, love and
compassion? Not the dreadful "Build back better"
punted by the World Economic Forum since day one;
they always wanted their phoenix to rise from the
ashes of our destruction. 
We, the "unclean" have been treated like lepers and
plague rats. Before 2020, discrimination was viewed as
a bad thing, then overnight medical privacy was
sacrificed for "the greater good" and the unjabbed were
stripped of basic human rights. The same people who
shouted "Apartheid bad" suddenly demanded masks or
papers to enjoy fundamental freedoms. How do we
come back from this? A sincere "I’m sorry" would go a
long way toward healing wounds.
This week, a clip from the EU parliament questioning a
Pfizer director, has been shared widely and has led to
interesting responses from some, who previously
pushed the jab agenda. Dutch MP, Rob Roos asked,
"Was the Pfizer Covid vaccine tested on stopping the
transmission of the virus before it entered the market?"
The reply from the Pfizer representative, Janine Small
was "No, you know, we had to really move at the
speed of science to really understand what is taking
place in the market". Those words encapsulated the
fact that jab mandates and passports were illogical and
violated human rights.
Celebrity influencer and TV personality Piers Morgan
was one of those who made many provocative
comments about "anti-vaxxers" such as these tweets:
"People have the right to not get vaccinated against
Covid. Just as I have the right to think they’re selfish,
deluded ignorant morons who will keep this pandemic
going much longer than it should."; "NHS and Care
Home staff who refuse to be vaccinated need to leave
their jobs and do something that requires less reckless
selfish disregard for the health & wellbeing of their
patients/residents."; "People who refuse to get jabbed
but whine about lockdowns really are a special breed
of stupid selfish p***ks."
After the Rob Roos question, Piers Morgan said in an
interview, "When this was all happening, the pandemic,
I took quite firm views throughout it, like a lot of people,
I guess. One of them was, it was believed when the
vaccines first came along that they would stop
transmission. It seemed to me that if you refused to be
vaccinated, you should not be entitled to the same
rights to go to dinner, nightclubs, and stuff as those
who had taken the vaccine and were therefore not able
to transmit it. However, when it was established that
the vaccines actually didn’t stop transmission, they just
stopped a lot of people getting very sick and dying the
argument to then suppress any liberties or freedoms
that the unvaccinated, to me it went away". Despite the
apparent slight change in his views, no apology was
forthcoming, and almost immediately after this he still
arrogantly tweeted, "I need an urgent vaccination
against all the anti-vaxx loons currently bombarding
me with their unhinged ramblings, fuelled by Z-list
conspiracy theorists. Blocking them as fast as I can - 

Forgiving starts
the Healing by Ursula van Lelyveld
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Ashwagandha

Our adrenal glands are small organs above the
kidneys. In dealing with stress, they produce hormones
that regulate the immune system, blood pressure,
metabolism, and stress response. Among the
hormones released are adrenaline and cortisol. The
herbal supplement Ashwagandha (Withania somnifera)
appears to play an important role in adrenal support in
combating the effects of stress, particularly long-term
stress, which has a significant physical toll on the body.
High levels of cortisol can lead to several negative
physical effects, including muscle breakdown, fat
storage, hindering the recovery from illness and
suppressing the immune system. It seems to be most
effective when taken regularly over a long period. 
Ashwagandha, also known as Indian Ginseng, is a
herbal remedy that has been used for thousands of
years. Like the Chinese herb ginseng, it is used to
improve vitality and aid recovery after chronic illness. In
modern times, people are turning to it to counter
anxiety and busy lifestyles. It is said to counter fatigue,
ease the impact of stress, and improve quality of sleep.
Traditional applications have been backed up with
clinical research. In more than six clinical trials, it has
been proven to reduce anxiety and tension. It has been
reported to improve concentration and decrease
fatigue. Ashwagandha is an adaptogen, meaning that it
provides a natural way for the body to adapt to stress.
Many studies have focused on the herb's proven ability
to improve both the size and strength of muscles. The
results of 12 studies suggest that it improves physical
performance. Ashwagandha has proven to increase
testosterone levels by as much as 17%. It helps to
lower (bad) cholesterol and blood glucose, while it can
increase HDL (good) cholesterol. 
Research has confirmed that Ashwagandha has a
positive impact on sperm count and motility as well as
increasing women’s libido; it is therefore considered to
have aphrodisiac qualities. As an anti-inflammatory, it
has shown very positive results in treating inflammatory
diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis. 
In a study involving the treatment of Covid-19, an
Ayurvedic (ancient Indian natural medicine) drug
containing 0.5 grams of ashwagandha and other herbs
was administered twice per day for 7 days. In
comparison to a placebo, participants' levels of
inflammatory markers (CRP, IL-6, and TNF-) were
reduced.
While the leaves of the Ashwagandha plant have the
highest amount of withanolides, which inhibit cancer
cell growth, and the berries are chewed to help during
convalescence, the powdered root is the part most
commonly used in teas, tinctures and capsules. It is
advised that Ashwagandha not be taken during
pregnancy. 

by Ursula van Lelyveld

Vitamin D3 and K2 Blood
Clotting Coagulation Pathway

A Report by Pierre van Niekerk
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There are so many do’s and don'ts when a woman is
pregnant. Did you remember to take folic acid to
prevent neural tube defects? Remember, you cannot
take any medication, especially during the first
trimester to prevent birth defects. Don’t smoke,
consume alcohol, don’t do drugs, no coffee, no sushi,
biltong and the list goes on... Some are old wives’
tales, but others can cause detrimental birth defects.
Where do all these do’s and don'ts come from?
Basically, all package inserts of medication contain the
following: Safety and efficacy in pregnancy and
lactation have not been established. Not to be taken
during the first and third trimesters of pregnancy except
under the advice and supervision of a medical doctor.
Your pharmacist will probably also tell you that you
cannot take medication your doctor prescribed while
pregnant. 
Sometimes a woman may already be taking chronic
medication when she falls pregnant. She may then be
asked to participate in research. The information from
these studies is used by your healthcare provider to
inform you of the risks and benefits of the medication
you are using so that you can make an informed
decision.
Following the unethical human experimentation during
the second world war, the Nuremberg code and the
superseding declaration of Helsinki are now well-
known. Both the Nuremberg Code and the Declaration
of Helsinki indicate that animal-based research should
be conducted before human experimentation.
However, they are ethical guidelines. Neither the
Nuremberg Code nor the Declaration of Helsinki is
legally binding or legally enforceable in its own right.
In the late 1950s, thalidomide, which was approved as
a sedative in Europe but not by the FDA, was
prescribed in pregnancy as a treatment for morning
sickness. Thousands of children were born with
deformed limbs and defective organs. This led to
amendments to the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act in
1962 to ensure drug efficacy and greater drug safety.
The implication was that drug manufacturers were
required to prove the effectiveness of their products to
the FDA before marketing them. Then the National
Research Act of 1974 established a set of guidelines
for research with human subjects. In 1975 the National
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pin fired into
a bullet!

by Bruce Mills

Space is big, but not empty. Earth is moving very fast
through space while circling our life-giving Sun. There
are also billions of stars, galaxies and a lot of dust and
rock. Some of this dust and rock clumps together,
forming asteroids, which can grow in size and move
very fast. It is thought that a very large asteroid hitting
the earth could cause an impact that wipes out all life!
We have evidence of large impacts in the past, and
some of these were just meteorites, a big rock, not a
whole collection of big rocks like an asteroid. The
question, how can we defend the earth against a large
asteroid?
That is where the folks at NASA and the Asteroid
Impact and Deflection Assessment [AIDA] scientists
came up with a mission. Most scientific exploration is
about trying to figure stuff out and test ideas. They
thought up the DART mission. I love science. So, to log
on to the internet and actually watch the live broadcast
of the actual DART mission was very exciting.
DART – Double Asteroid Redirection Test. If you throw
a ball very fast, it goes a long way. If you hit that ball
with a large bat from the opposite side, you can change
the direction of the ball. NASA and the many partners
in the DART Project wanted to hit a speeding bullet
with a tiny pin to see whether this could change the
flight path of an asteroid, but that is only half of the
experiment. They needed a way to know if the
experiment worked. How to measure the change.
They found an asteroid they named Didymos. It’s 780
metres across, but it has a special feature. A moonlet.
Dimorphos. A small clump of rock orbiting around
Didymos every 11 hours and 55 minutes. It is just 160
metres wide, or 525 feet. They found the moonlet by
watching Didymos and seeing the light change as
Dimorphos passed in front during each orbit. This was
perfect. Crash a small spacecraft into the tiny moonlet,
then measure how much the orbits of both bodies have
shifted. Imagine a soccer ball with a golf ball going
around it. Now throw a pin at the golf ball. The pin,
DART, is 1.9 metres across and weighs 1260 pounds
[500 kg]. The golf ball, Dimorphos, weighs
approximately 5 billion kg.
SpaceX, the Elon Musk company, launched DART on
November 23 ,2021. With DART, there is an Italian
satellite called LICIA CUBE that separated from DART
15 days before impact. LICIA CUBE is the event
photographer following all the action. Impact date set
for Monday 26th September 2022. DART is moving at
14 000 Mph. Pretty fast. Impact point is 11 million
kilometers from Earth. That is 38 light seconds away. 
This means that photographs sent back by radio from
DART take 38 seconds to reach us.
On Monday, NASA issued the live video feed. The two
asteroids could be seen clearly as DART approached.
For space travel, it all happened quite quickly. In the
25-minute video, the camera adjusts to the moonlet,
Dimorphos. Now DART is steering itself to crash into
the mini asteroid! The target gets bigger and bigger.
The shape emerges. The outlines of craggy rocks can
be seen. The lumpy bits of the surface become clearer
as DART, moving faster than a speeding bullet, only
1.9 meters wide, aims itself at a 160-meter-wide target.
The next frame shows the rocky surface up close. Very
close. Frozen picture! IMPACT! Only some close rocks  
are shown in the shot, and the final photograph turns

red – DART is now embedded into the moonlet
surface!
Wow! That was stunning! It takes an incredible feat of
engineering to fly 7 million miles and hit your target
dead center. LICIA CUBE, from the Italian Space
Agency, photographed a debris trail after impact. The
trail is 6000 km long! That is dust and rock and bits of
DART ejected out of the impact site. Other telescopes
also filmed the event. Now the data is being fed back to
NASA to work out what effect the test had. A new
mission, HERA, from the European Space Agency will 

follow up in 4 years to make more evaluations with new
instruments. We will watch out for that one.
Why did NASA do this? By comparison, to smash a
tiny spacecraft into a huge asteroid seems like a waste.
Yet the anticipated change in orbit by Dimorphos is
anything from 55 seconds to 10 minutes. Once that is
known, we can work out a future planetary defence
strategy. With a much larger, Earth-collision asteroid,
we can send up a large enough space object to change
its course away from hitting us. This is the kinetic
impact option. In movies like Armageddon, drillers
place explosives on a large asteroid. Maybe that is
another way to do it.
Perhaps the future is a big heavy spacecraft filled with
high energy explosives to shift an earth-shattering
asteroid off its course with us all? We need to know
what physics is needed to do that. I am happy that
there are scientists working on these solutions. The
tiny pin did hit the golf ball. Now to see if both asteroids
were affected. There are no known Earth-impact
objects detected at the moment. You are safe. For
now…

Considering Pregnancy & Drug Trials
Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects and
Biomedical and Behavioural Research promulgated a
new rule which includes pregnant women as vulnerable
research subjects. The FDA guideline of 1977 “General
considerations for the clinical evaluation of drugs”
banned women of child-bearing potential from
participating in early-phase clinical research, except for
life-threatening conditions. In 1978 regulations were
added to specifically address research with pregnant
women, foetuses, and in vitro fertilisation to the
National Research act. The Council for International
Organisations of Medical Sciences (CIOMS), proposed
International Ethical Guidelines for Biomedical
Research Involving Human Subjects, which was
released in 1982. Specifically, guidelines 16 and 17
concern women participating in research. ” If a woman
is pregnant, she may be included in research provided
she is informed of risks, the research is relevant to the
pregnancy, and animal models have previously
examined teratogenic (causing developmental
malformations) risk. The FDA's “Guideline for the study
and evaluation of gender differences in the clinical
evaluation of drugs” reversed the 1977 guideline in
1993.
So when may pregnant women be involved in
research? Where scientifically appropriate, preclinical
studies (including studies on pregnant animals) and
clinical studies (including studies on nonpregnant
women) have been conducted and provide data for
assessing potential risks to pregnant women and
foetuses.
In 2009 the national institute of Allergy and Infectious
diseases conducted a trial of the H1N1 vaccine in
pregnant women in their second and third trimesters.
However, this study was conducted after initial safety
and efficacy information for the general population was
available. Considering all of this, it was kind of
suspicious when pregnant women were being recruited
early in 2021 for participation in clinical research for
possible covid-19 vaccines. Will history repeat itself 70
years after thalidomide? Sadly, we can only wait and
see, and hope the medical practitioners who become
aware of such cases peri- and post-partum have the
sense and the COURAGE to follow through on their
reports...

by Louise
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What is it going to take before all
peoples of SA stand in unity and
peace And say NO!!!!!!!!!!!!! where
has our courage and integrity

gone! Regardless of
circumstances, no one travels for

7 days, you will soon see the
narrative drop.

Joanne

Respect for other people, time for yourelders, respect for humanity (a family is amom and dad and children), loss ofintrospection (time to react on social media,but not think about the question), loss ofreligion and belief in Creator, value of oneknowing your own power ..... Pierre

I think as a people - We have lost the
sense of Community and have become

so self absorbed.
People have not only lost respect for

themselves, but also there is no
respect for each other or humanity.

Integrity, honesty and trust is
extremely rare these days. 

Work ethic and loyalty is non existent
in a world filled with greed and

corruption.
There's a quote I love....

"Things are to be USED, People are to
be LOVED

But in today's world 
Things are LOVED and People are

USED! 
I was blessed to have been raised in a

home and community with strong
morals and values. I was not only

thought but shown by example:
- to love God and all people

- to be respectful, especially to my
elders

- to be honest in my dealings 
 - to do everything with a sense of
pride and do my very best always

-to be a person of intergrity who can
be trusted

So that is what I value
Lee-Ann

We lost an entire circle of friends( church)
because we refused to go along with the cult

rules of covid.
However we joined a garden club( all outdoor

people) and life carried on as normal. No
masks no social distancing and met at a

private venue.
We don't mix with fear filled masked up

people and I suspect they don't like us. In our
town quite a lot of people behave that way.

Rosemary

Yeah.... I can no longer go and visit
my sister because I'm not jabbed....

Rejane

A German CEO working in a dau
ghter company

in Graz, Austria, taug
ht us cohesive company

values, thos
e still remain with me today in 

my

personal lif
e: (1) YES is YES, NO is NO, (2) team

success before
 individual s

uccess, (3) you

finish what you sta
rted. Life is like a tripod, 

if

one of the
se legs are

 missing, it's u
seless. 

Pierre 

Ingrid

You are not alone.....mind boggling how

people that you thought think like you

do, clearly don't! Have made new

friends.....but there aren't many that

didn't fall for this. Most of my family

fell for this and they now suffer from

willful blindness!!

In SA the average people are
treated like rubbish by

authorities, the scum, the
excess that needs sweeping tothe side. Government officials
stealing millions of rands, fat
bellies, blue light brigades, no
Eskom blackouts for them,
instead they get free water
and lights extra. Poor people

and entrepreneurs pushed out
of jobs due to pathetic

pandemic, when they saw they
could not milk lockdowns

anymore, they forgot about
covid as well.

The biggest loss of value during
the last two years was that

people count, every life
matters. The battleground

moved from the streets into
peoples minds.

 Pierre 

So many you could write a book.
Mostly chershed family love and loyalty over jab issues.

Normal nice people became tyrants. Friends losing jobs despite
years of loyal service. 

People no longer stopping and talking. Fear of othet people. Lots
of people still do the social distancing thing by nature.

1000' s more sitting jobless outside. People's hearts are harder. It
seems rich getting richer and poor getting poorer.

And I ponder on cell phone addiction which is much worse due to
loneliness. 

Worse health issues from lack of enough exercise in the last 3
years. For us older people that is hard to regain.

There's a lot more.
Another topic would be the positives out of it.

 Rosemary

I want to thank everyone at VUKA SA for all the
work done and information shared.

I would like to ask why organisations are still
fixed on a policy to mandate C19 vaccinations
and C tested before allowing entry access? As

far as I know all emergency acts/rules have been
dropped months ago. If I am a contract worker,

what am I to do in a case where I am point
blank refused access to do my work if not fully
vaccinated (double and weeks before), and need

to be PCR tested every 3rd day?
Thank you Pierre G

What values have we lost as a
people as time moved on?
Which values and principals do
you value most?
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Dewald

We can clearly see in our daily life and interactions that people
won't take their responsibility seriously anymore. 

They rather lie and deny.
We will never be the majority cause the majority take the easy

way out . They are Sissies.
But we are blessed cause we can see the truth .
 We and the few will stand by our Decisions. 

 We will continue to do what we do, even though we are
labelled as rebels .

We are not ashamed to Rebel for what is good and true. 
So we will be back stronger and wiser 

I noted that my vXed (x) friends don't mingle on the same
Frequency with me anymore . they departed from me even my

wife who's parent talked her into this crap.

Same here and same with
family members. They are

keeping themselves safe or so
they think. Frances
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